
 
 
ABEILLON Antenna Brackets: Strength and Durability 
 
For more than 30 years, the company ABEILLON designs and manufactures antennas media for 
military use and offers classic solutions or tailor-made for the needs of the Armed Forces. Our 
antenna supports guarantee incomparable strength and durability. 
 

Antenna supports: ABEILLON has been working for the army since 1985 
 
 Thanks to its unique know-how, ABEILLON is able to meet the very specific needs of the armed 
forces. 
 For more than 30 years, we have been designing and manufacturing military antennas and offering 
classic or tailor-made solutions for Army needs. 
 
ABEILLON antenna supports can adapt to all situations and are designed to withstand the most 
extreme conditions. 
 
To date, we offer different categories of antenna support: 
 
● Flexible manifolds for vehicles: Due to their technical characteristics, these flexible bases offer an 
excellent durability. They adapt perfectly to all types of land vehicles. 
 
● Orientable flexible bases for portable units: ABEILLON flexible orientable bases have been 
designed to support radio communication antennas and allow them to stay in the desired position. 
Flexible orientable bases are mainly used on portable radio stations. 
 
The bases manufactured by ABEILLON are designed to withstand all types of external aggressions 
(climatic outburst, chemical attacks, mechanical incidents). 
 
Our flexible orientable bases for portable stations can be provided with specific connections 
according to customer needs, and support different models of VHF and UHF antennas. 
 
Because we strive for excellence, ABEILLON products are designed and manufactured in our 
workshops in France. 
 
Feel free to contact us for any particular request or any additional information. 
 
To find out more about ABEILLON flexible bases, see our FLEXIUHF catalogue. 
 
You can order today by filling the following form.  



 
 
ABEILLON Map table reading lamp: quality and comfort 
 
ABEILLON Map table reading lamps have been designed and designed to meet the specific needs 
of driving land vehicles and military vessels. They focus on state-of-the-art technologies in terms of 
light quality and manoeuvrability and are perfect for military vehicles. 
 

Map table reading lamp ABEILLON: technology for user comfort and perfectly adapted to 
operating conditions on operating fields 

 
For nearly twenty years, the group ABEILLON, designs and manufactures Map table reading lamps 
for the army. Performance, quality of execution and ease of use and integration are the hallmarks of 
this company founded in 1950. 
 
ABEILLON Map table reading lamps have been thought and designed to meet the specific needs of 
the military. They concentrate state-of-the-art technologies in terms of luminous quality and 
manoeuvrability. 
 
Ideal for enclosed environments, these auxiliary lamps are equipped with ultra-sophisticated LEDs 
capable of providing both precise lighting and the appropriate power, without releasing heat or 
altering the visibility of the targeted area. They are perfect for military vehicles. 
 
Lightweight and space-saving, these map table reading lamps are a part of the basic military 
equipment. 
 
ABEILLON military lamps meet all requirements and perfectly combine ergonomics and durability. 
 
In a constant effort to improve, ABEILLON lamps are the subject of permanent research and 
control, in order to offer users incomparable quality and comfort. 
 
Our unique know-how allows us to offer our customers tailor-made solutions designed to meet 
specific needs. We offer lamps that provide different functionalities and different modes of use 
including control and brightness adjustment, blackout mode, power supply voltages, mechanical 
and electrical integration. 
 
These special lamps are made in our workshops in France. 
 
Feel free to contact us for any additional information. 
 
You can order today by filling the following  form. 



 
 
 
Title: Headphone audio hoses: trust ABEILLON 
 
Specialist in the design and manufacture of semi-rigid hoses, the company ABEILLON brings its 
expertise to the field of audio for more than twenty years. Our know-how and our ability to adapt, 
allow us to offer tailor-made solutions for each trade. 
 
ABEILLON audio hoses for helmets: recognized performance in terms of spatial position and 

tailor-made solutions for each use case 
 
As a specialist in the design and manufacture of semi-rigid hoses, the company ABEILLON has 
been providing its expertise in the audio field for over twenty years. 
 
Our know-how, combined with our ability to adapt, allows us to offer customized and tailor-made 
solutions to our customers, and to offer our flexible solutions according to the needs and 
requirements of each use case. 
 
We offer you a wide range of flexible audio, with technical characteristics that meet the uses for 
which they are intended to, and excellent performance in maintaining spatial position. 
 
The quality and mechanical performance of our products allow us to meet the specific needs of the 
army, police and firefighters. Demanding users, for whom perfection is a necessity, and who have 
been attracted by the quality of our products and the professionalism of the ABEILLON team. 
 
We also produce customized microphone stands for conference rooms. These microphone mounts 
combine comfort, flexibility and durability, and fit perfectly into the environment aesthetic of any 
audio space. 
 
Different finishing options can be requested on audio hoses: thermo jacketing, black paint, ... 
 
ABEILLON products combine a lot of know-how, and offer an excellent durability. 
 
Depending on the needs of the users, we also offer products for specific requests and create tailor-
made audio hoses. 
 
Feel free to contact us for any additional information. 
 
You can order today by filling the following form. 


